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Five Ways Emergency Medicine PRACTICE helps 
clinicians reduce risk 

 
 

1. Emergency Medicine PRACTICE begins with an undifferentiated patient complaint. 
Since so many malpractice claims center on missed diagnosis, honing one’s diagnostic 
skills can dramatically reduce risk. Emergency Medicine PRACTICE is the one 
publication that regularly presents topics from a chief complaint perspective, which helps 
clinician’s reach the right diagnoses---and most importantly, not let the wrong patients go 
home. For example, other publications might review topics like appendicitis or 
myocardial infection. At Emergency Medicine PRACTICE, we present reviews on 
abdominal pain and chest pain instead---and our experienced authors pinpoint exactly the 
kind of “red flags” that can identify life-threatening or dangerous conditions.  

 
2. Emergency Medicine PRACTICE critically appraises the literature. Emergency Medicine 

PRACTICE’s evidence-based focus means that recommendations are based on the 
strongest literature. Landmark studies, large, prospective trials, and clinical policies from 
groups like ACEP are described in detail. This helps clinicians deliver state-of-the-art 
cases (the kind defense attorneys love) based on the recommendations of trusted 
authorities and tested on a large scale. 

 
3. Emergency Medicine PRACTICE presents 10 pitfalls to avoid in every issue. Common 

errors in the diagnosis, management, and disposition relating to each issue’s topic are 
presented. This not only helps drive home the main ideas of the article, but also helps 
identify the “gotchas” that can land a physician in court.  

 
4. Emergency Medicine PRACTICE presents clinical pathways in each issue. These feature 

strength of evidence ratings for all of the recommendations for action. Our readers use 
these as both mnemonic devices and to aid in real-time decision making.  

 
5. Balance of topics. Over the course of a year, readers learn about a variety of conditions---

the kind of challenges clinicians face on a regular basis in areas such as trauma, 
infectious disease, pediatrics, cardiovascular emergencies, neurologic emergencies, and 
more. Each monthly issue provides practical, in-depth information, and over the course of 
an annual subscription, readers acquire a broad scope of knowledge.  


